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* Product Description:
Thank you for using our brand coffee maker.
This product is one of our local coffee maker. Stylish, Beautifully designed, Easy to use,
Environmentally friendly anti-bacterial, Health and hygiene. For coffee, leisure and health,
hospitality recruit friends, meet individual tastes. Anti-dry temperature control device,
easy to operate, easy to clean, easy peace of mind.
* Assembly and installation diagram:
Measuring Spoon

Filter Cup
Body
Inner Cup

Glass Pot

* Features:
Multipurpose design, coffee maker
Stylish, beautifully designed, easy to use
Anti-drip design, safe and reliable
Automatic temperature control
Removable filter cup, simple operation, easy to clean, environmentally friendly antibacterial, health and hygiene
AC220-240V, 50/60Hz, 550-650W
* Usage:
1. The first use of this product, please removable component (cup, filter cup, glass pot,
measuring spoons) with water. No removable parts, do not clean it in the water (such
as whole immersion water), and wipe with a soft cloth dampened with water.
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2. Cleaned, disassemble components installed, into the amount of water in the tank (the
level must not exceed the maximum level or below the minimum scale) boils once or
several times, to clean the water pipes and other internal parts
3. Boil water, open the cover, the amount of water (the level must not exceed the maximum
level or below the minimum scale), after inserting and close the cover
4. Make coffee, boil water before open the cover, the amount of installed right amount
of coffee into the filter cup, and cover the lid
5. The glass pot on the insulation board , plug in the power , turn the power switch (
indicator light ) , boils finished, automatically enters the insulating state ,if no need keep
warm , you can put the power switch is turned off (indicator turns off ) , and unplug
6. When all of coffee inflow the glass pot, you can take out the glass pot , put the coffee
into the cup and enjoy it
7. If you do not drink coffee finished, you can put insulation board insulation .If you do
not want insulation, please turn off the power switch and unplug
8. If you just completed the coffee, but you want make coffee again, please intervals few
minutes, the thermostat need reset, and then continue
9. When your coffee tasting is completed, do not make more coffee, clean the detachable
component (cup, filter cup, glass pot, measuring spoons) and the body
10. Regular cleaning and maintenance
* NOTE matters:
Please read the detailed instructions before use, and note the following:
1. Before use to ensure that the same supply voltage and the rated voltage of the product
indicated.
2. During the heating process or just when the power is off, do not touch the insulation
board and glass pot, avoid high-temperature burns.
3. Please do not put the machine, the power cord and plug immersed in the water or
other liquid, avoid the risk of electric shock and damage the product.
4. When do not use it, turn off the power and reversed except the power plug, wait for
insulation panels and glass pot completely cold before cleaning.
5. If the power cord, plugs and other electrical components damaged, please stop using,
in order to avoid the risk of electric shock, and sent to the designated point of inspection
maintenance and repair, may continue to be used after repair.
6. In the course of heating: * please do not let children play or near power lines; *If some
problems, please unplug ASAP; *heated liquid spills carefully to avoid burns.
7. This produce just for home or office
* Care and Maintenance:
1. Do not put the product in the water or other liquids for cleaning
2. When do not use it, turn off the power and reversed except the power plug, wait for
insulation panel sand glass pot completely cold before cleaning
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3. Coffee maker use a soft cloth dampened with water to clean, removable component
(cup, filter cup, glass pot, measuring spoon) can be put in the water immersion cleaning,
dry mounted to foam coffee maker
4. Descaling, during use machine, the CaCO3 will cause the water duct obstruction, due
to local water different, we recommend you every two or three months, with some scale
scavenger remove it (scale scavenger can be purchased from the store, and follow the
instructions)
5. The scale purge is completed, boil drinking water (do not add coffee) twice or three
times to remove scale scavenger
* Question failure analysis:
PROBLEM: Coffee maker stop working in the heating
REASON:Abnormal state heating, resulting in automatic safety protection action
THE WAY TO SOLVE: Stop working one minutes ,and turn on, or call service points
PROBLEM: Water from the bottom of the coffee maker leaked
REASON:Tank rupture, silicone tube rupture / loose
THE WAY TO SOLVE: Stop use it ,or call service points
PROBLEM: Residual of coffee flow to glass pot
REASON:Coffee powder too fine, or damaged filter cup
THE WAY TO SOLVE: Use more rough spots coffee powder, or call service points
PROBLEM: Slow drip coffee
REASON:The pot do not put the card position
THE WAY TO SOLVE: Check the cup, put the cup on the exact card place
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